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Twenty-five participants completed the Fusion Centers
Leaders Program at the Naval Postgraduate School
Center for Homeland Defense and Security that was
conducted Nov. 7-11.
The weeklong program was the fourth iteration since
the inaugural program in June 2010. Bart R. Johnson,
principal deputy under secretary with the DHS Office of
Intelligence and Analysis (I&A), was a force in
establishing the program and said the FCLP’s future is
promising.
“It’s a great program and leaders from around the
country get a lot out of it,” said Johnson, who is leaving
his DHS post Nov. 18 to become executive director of
the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP).
“It’s something that needs to continue. I know the value
of this program: the instruction, the great job of NPS and the ability of participants to interact with one another.”
Johnson gave a presentation to the class, noting that a principal role for a state or major urban area fusion center is
to use their extensive collection and analysis capabilities to “ensure law enforcement and homeland security officials
have the information they need to turn unknowns into knowns and pass them to the Joint Terrorist Task Force
(JTTF).”
The goal of the FCLP is to enhance management capabilities across the National Network of Fusion Centers and
enable best practices in information sharing and leadership. The recent FCLP consisted of state and major urban
area fusion center directors, attendees from the FBI, DHS Office of Intelligence and Analysis, High Intensity Drug
Trafficking Areas (HIDTA), Regional Information Sharing System (RISS) centers, a state homeland security advisor
and a state police chief.
The latest FCLP included emphasis on relevant products, meeting the customer needs and how to better engage
with federal intelligence partners.
“We stress the intelligence process,” said CHDS faculty member Robert Simeral. “Good, effective analysis can’t be
achieved unless there is a coherent intelligence requirements and collection process to support the analysis.”
After each FCLP session, participants provide feedback and DHS provides guidance on what topics should be
emphasized during the program, which helps keep it relevant. This review process is aimed at keeping the class
material germane by addressing emerging issues.
“We’re focusing more (this session) on the homegrown threat and local community issues – crimes, drugs,” Simeral
said. “Many fusion centers see that as more prevalent in their area than terrorist activity, but it all works. Whether
they’re going after thugs, drugs or other forms of crime, intelligence tactics and procedures are developed that also
apply to targeting terrorists.”
Discussions also addressed ensuring fusion centers become “Centers of Analytic Excellence” in which they
provide expertise on a specific intelligence problem set, Simeral noted. For example, a fusion center may have
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deep experience analyzing and disseminating intelligence about outlaw biker gangs. That state’s center would
provide expertise on that problem set to other fusion centers that may not have analytical depth for that particular
problem.
A first for this installment of FCLP was participation from a Regional Information Sharing System (RISS) center
director. A RISS center is similar to a fusion center in that it facilitates information sharing. Funded through the
Department of Justice, RISS centers operate independently and are tailored to support the unique crime information
needs of the region served.
Jeff Pierce, deputy director of the Rocky Mountain Information Network, said participating in the fusion center
program would help his operation better support fusion centers.
“We’re one of many tools and resources for them,” Pierce said. “We’re focused to help state and local law
enforcement. So we both have the same broad mission; that is to help law enforcement protect the public.”
Mark Lauer of the Vermont Fusion Center said he found a presentation by CHDS graduate Ray Guidetti especially
helpful. Guidetti had cited Temple University criminologist Jerry Ratcfliffe’s 3-i model of analysis: interpret, influence,
impact.
“The presentation made it simple so I can go back and present it to my commanders,” Lauer said. “It simplified it for
me.”
While the content of the program is the centerpiece, participants also say networking with other fusion center
leaders is comparatively beneficial.
“One of the issues with fusion centers is that there is a high turnover rate,” Lauer said. “I’ve been director of the
Vermont Fusion Center for almost five years and I’ve seen a lot of people come and go. The networking aspect of
FCLP is phenomenal.”
Johnson also lauded the program for providing network opportunities, calling it a significant part of the program. He
added that as he leaves to head up the IACP, he will remain connected to the fusion center work.
“I’m still going to stay involved in this type of work, only from a different perspective,” he said. “I’ll continue to support
the efforts of I&A and the National Network of Fusion Centers in the protection of the homeland.”
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